Microsoft Defender for Cloud

AIS Cloud × Microsoft
AIS Cloud

Enhance New Capabilities for Agile and Intelligent Business

Enhance Modern Cloud Infrastructure

Ensure Security and Data Protection

Provide Professionals Service
Thailand's First Service Provider Who Can Deliver Microsoft Azure Ecosystem

Innovation anywhere with Azure

Single control plane with Azure Arc

Bring Azure services to AIS Cloud Infrastructure

Bring Azure Services to your datacenters

Bring Azure Services to the edge
Azure Arc-enabled SQL MI
Bring cloud data management to any infrastructure

- Supports all connectivity modes

**Always up to date**
Automated updates
No downtime, evergreen

**Multi-layer security**
Comprehensive encryption
Azure RBAC & Policy

**Elastic scale**
Scale up and down
Pay for what you use

**Simplified DevOps**
Deploy in seconds
Built in HA/DR

Any infrastructure
Full-stack coverage with dedicated detections

Compute
- Any server
- Unmanaged K8s
- App Services
- Azure VMSS
- Azure K8s

Service Layer
- Resource Manager
- Key Vault
- Network Layer V1
- Azure DNS

Databases and Storage
- Blob storage
- File storage
- Maria DB
- Azure Cosmos DB
- Azure SQL
- MySQL
- Postgres SQL
- Unmanaged SQL

On-premise workloads
- Kubernetes
- SQL Servers
- Servers

AIS Cloud
Deploy Microsoft Defender for Cloud threat protection to your workloads with Azure Arc

- Extension installation, e.g. Log Analytics agent
- Enforce compliance and simplify audit reporting
- Asset organization and inventory with a unified view in the Azure Portal–Azure Tags
- Server owners can view and remediate to meet their compliance–RBAC in Azure

Azure Arc enables cloud management and security protections

Single control plane for any resource, anywhere

AIS Cloud®
Defender for Cloud Security Dashboard

Centralized posture view
- Your security posture across Azure, AWS, and GCP in one place
- Asset inventory across your hybrid and multi-cloud environment

Focused views
- Easily access deep dive views for security posture, resource inventory, workload protection, and more

Top insights front and center
- Understand which recommendations to prioritize
- See your most attacked resources and take action
Deploy Defender for Servers anywhere

→ Easily deploy as extensions in Azure without re-installing agents
→ Vulnerability assessment built-in with flexibility to use tools like Qualys offering integrated vulnerability scanning for your connected machines
→ Use Just-in-Time VM access to control access to commonly attacked management ports
→ Block malware with adaptive application controls
→ Set guardrails with Azure Policy integration, server owners can view and remediate to meet their compliance
Deploy Defender for Containers anywhere

- Single pane of glass for Kubernetes security—including multi-cloud clusters
- Environment hardening—Defender for Containers protects Arc-enabled Kubernetes clusters by providing visibility into misconfiguration and guidelines to help mitigate identified threats
Azure Arc

Extend Azure’s Services and Benefits anywhere

Gain central visibility, operations, and compliance

Build Cloud native apps anywhere, at scale

Run Azure services anywhere